The pages below show the 4 TASKS we expect to be completed for your 1st lesson back in Y12
PERSONAL DRAWING PAGES
Either HANGING CLOTHES … or
OBJECTS DRAWING PAGES-

Front cover

IDENTITY DRAWING TITLE PAGE

3

Contact
sheet of
hanging
photos
1

DRAWING WORKSHOP AND
REDACTED PORTRAIT PAGESSTARTED IN BRIDGING SESSIONS

Work made in the
bridging sessions

OVERALL TASK LIST:
1) IDENTITY DRAWING TITLE PAGE
2) DRAWING WORKSHOP PAGE & REDACTED PORTRAIT
3) PERSONAL DRAWINGS PAGE- choose whether to
complete either a…HANGING CLOTHES Drawings
PAGE …or… a PERSONAL OBJECTS Drawings Page
4) RESEARCH 1 ARTIST (double/ single)

RESEARCH 1 ARTIST
best

info

2

Or…..
Contact
sheet of
photos
drawn
from
best

4

3
Numbers in the top
right of slides show
which task the slide
connects to

info

THIS WILL FORM YOUR INITIAIL INDUCTION WORK IN ART

Drawing Workshop DOUBLE PAGE

Combine all of your drawing studies together made in the workshop along with a
redacted portrait to create a full and stunning double page of portraits that
connect to your identity- FILL ALL SPACE and COMPLETE any drawings started in
the workshop
Info and annotations that explain what you did
and how this relates to identity/ evaluate
what you liked /didn’t like

Drawing studies and paintings...
Consider adding detail, colour, tone and
texture back into your base studies

Drawing Workshop

Think about
ways to
extend and
personalise
your
portraits
started in
the
workshop

Think about
making new
studies using
media and
techniques not
used in the
workshop

Info….

Annotation
/ info

Artist ConnectionTom Phillips

Your Redacted
Portrait

2

2

Redacted Portrait task
..Select a book page from any book- preferably one with text in
one part /half (from a book you like, which you could photograph
and print if you didn’t want to rip a page out)Create a “redacted poem” where you pick out words and remove
others to spell out a possible poem or sentence – that will create
extra interest when reading....
Then.... You need to draw into the page using a mixture of drawings
of objects, people, words and phrases that all mix and flow
together...
... This task is partly
inspired by Tom
Phillips who uses old
book pages as the
surface to work into
for portrait studies...

…to be added
to your drawing
workshop page

Good luck... Please
photo your work in
stages as it
develops....

Where the redacted portrait will go

Example on my Instagram

examples of this task…
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IDENTITY DRAWING TITLE PAGE

s
Inside Front
cover

PORTRAIT DRAWING MINDMAP PAGE

1)

Create a portrait of yourself.
You choose the size, media
and approach. Add portrait
to the page

2)

Make a background using
collage/ wash colours

3)

Mix and merge portraits
with words, images and
other ideas using collage,
drawing/ painting etc to
create a full, dense and
relevant page that connects
to identity

Mr R start (left) I
worked the portrait
straight into the page
using cellulose thinners
which I could re-work
/refine with paint.
I extended out from the
portrait in the middle
with drawings, words
and illustrations that
relate to my identity...
Including thematic
words and images (DNA)
and directly relevant
images from books,
words and objects that
relate to me...

WE LIKE DENSITY

This example is
a great mix of
mindmap, ideas
and portrait
page and a few
drawings to
create a skilled
and interesting
start to the
unit....

1

1

examples
from Y12
Bridging
Work task 1
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PERSONAL DRAWINGS PAGE
You must choose whether to complete either a…HANGING CLOTHES Drawings PAGE …or… PERSONAL OBJECTS Drawings Page

Contact sheet of
hanging photos
to draw from

best

Or…..

best

info

Take photos of an arrangement of clothes and
objects that you photograph in a hanging
installation which you then make a full page
drawing or painting of in a media of your choice

Contact sheet of
photos drawn
from

Or…..

info

Take photos of different personal objects- from
which making 6-12 drawings /paintings in a media
of your choice to fill a full page

HANGING CLOTHES STUDY PAGE (choose between this or the OBJECTS DRAWING Page
s
Contact
sheet of
hanging
photos
best

info

HANGING CLOTHES STUDY PAGE

1. Take photo set (18 images)of
your clothes /objects
2. Print off photos to draw from
/ or draw from observation to
fill a page with drawing/
painting in a media /
technique of your choice
3. Complete A3 painting /
drawing in your book. Think
carefully about your back
ground, media and approach

This student added an extra page
to show the process of the
drawing to show A03 and A02

3

3

CHOOSE YOUR
APPROACH
Different studies
completed in
different ways using
different medias,
sizes, formats and
approaches

Smaller A4 study drawn
directly into the page-

Larger painting made outside
of the book that was
photographed and printedthen included on the page

Inspirations for your hanging study
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OBJECTS DRAWING PAGES (choose between this or the hanging clothes Task)
Photos of
objects
that
relate to
identity
best

info

This student`s drawing page
was made up of 12 different
cropped studies that totally fill
the single A3 page... All studies
are completed in pencil /
watercolour.... But you can use
any media you want..

DRAWING PAGES- objects/ items

1. (left side)Take a set (18 images
minimum)of objects/ images that
relate your identity...
2. Print the images off / choose to
draw from observation from the
objects/ images
3. (right side) create a series of
different drawings (between 6-12)
from your images that connect to
your identity in a media/
technique of your choice. Think
about how many objects you`ll
draw and how you will split the
space up.

Try your best to use as much
detail, tone and texture as
possible in your drawings- so
you can show the best skills
possible.
You don`t have to draw from
the whole image- you could
take cropped sections like this
student to reveal more unusual
format and crops...

3

Examples of Fantastic
Drawing studies to
inspire you when making
your own... Think carefully
about the media you will
use, how you will layout/
compose each drawing and
if you will draw onto a preprepared surface to add
extra interest

3

examples from this year`s Y12 from their Bridging Work
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RESEARCH 1 ARTIST

title

Stained background and creative use of space

Images of artist included

RESEARCH 1 ARTIST

1. Using an artist from your moodboardor a new artist you have found since
starting the work that relates to
identity- make an interesting, full &
creative artist study across a double
page- or create 2 artists research
across 2 single pages
2. Think creatively about the layout and
look at good examples
3. Please use the writing structure to
add you add detail and quality to your
written information (on slide 20)

Studies made in the artist style and technique

Information and
research... Please use
the guide on slide 20
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Other Examples of
Fantastic Artist studies to
inspire you when making your
own... They must be full,
creative and full of information
that is more about your
interest and connect to themand not a wiki bio that has
been typed out.....
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